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I KNOW MINE AND MINE KNOW ME

COMTE’S CONCEPTION OF SCIENCE
HERE are few terms in Philosophy,
which, in the course of centuries,

thee

have been so diversely dealt with as
the term science. During the first
years of intellectual activity in
Greece, there was but one term used
to designate all forms of human knowledge, religious, metaphysical, and scientific, viz., philosophy, usually employed in the plural. But as the
field of scientific inquiry widened, a differentia-

tion appeared among the forms of knowledge, and, one after the
other, the various sciences found their specific objects, and began
to shift for themselves. Pythagoras made a distinct science of Math-

ematics, Anaxagoras of Physics; and we know from the inscription, “None
enter here but geometers,”’ which Plato had placed above the entrance to his
school, that geometry was no longer at his time, but a preparatory study for
philosophy. Aristotle accepted the distinction between these various sciences; he formulated, notwithstanding, but one definition.
of science:
“Science,” said he, “is the demonstrative knowledge of causes and laws.”
This definition was to apply to all sciences without distinction, but especially to what was later called metaphysics, and which, in the estimation of

Aristotle, is the first of all sciences.

These views prevailed in the majority

of schools of philosophy, from the time of Aristotle down through the
Middle Ages. Francis Bacon, an English Philosopher of the sixteenth cen-

tury, was the first to oppose them.

His definition of science:

“Vere scire

est per causas scire,” is apparently in perfect harmony with that of the
great Greek Philosopher, but in reality the most complete opposition is
dissembled in the likeness of terms. Bacon defines cause to be a fact, an
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experimental antecedent, whereas Aristotle calls it an invisible reality. Two
centuries later, August Comte made the opposition of views unmistakable,
when he formulated a system of Philosophy based upon Bacon’s conception of science, and called by its author positivism. Positivism is older in
fact than in name. ‘If we are to believe a noted German professor, Mr.
Laas, the founder of this doctrine was Protagoras, and August Comte has
the merit only of giving a new name to a system of philosophy that was
anterior to Plato. Undoubtedly before Plato’s time men denied the invisi-

ble, and reduced all philosophy to a mere classification of phenomena,—

empiricism is as old as metaphysics; but in the last century it met with
an extraordinary revival under the impulse of Comte, Littre’, Stuart Mill,
Spencer, Taine, Ribot, and others. According to them it is the only scien-

tific philosophy, the philosophy of the future, the philosophy that gives
full satisfaction to the spirit of inquiry characteristic of the human intellect.

Comte’s conception of science, the basis of Positivism, is exposed in what

is known as the “law of the three states,” or three forms through which
knowledge has passed since the primitive times. According to Comte, human
knowledge was at first theological; it was then in its childhood. Primitive
man explained phenomena by referring them to voluntary actions of supernatural beings. Thus, he regarded thunder as a capricious manifestation

of the power of Jupiter.

With the dawn of philosophers, and especially

during the Middle Ages, causes of things were ascribed to abstract forces
acting according to fixed laws, such as attraction and repulsion. This was
the metaphysical period, and corresponded to the youth of science. Finally,
according to Comte, in the advanced stage of thought men explain facts hy
facts without considering the hidden causes. Thus, lightning is shown to
be identical with the electric spark. This is the positive period and corresponds to the manhood of science. The three states appeared successively,
the theological giving way before the metaphysical, and the metaphysical
before the positive, which originated with August Comte. Such is the law
of evolution of human knowledge; such is the great discovery which, in the

opinion of the disciples of Comte, should place this philosopher on a par
with Kepler and Newton.

It must be remarked that these ideas were not discovered by Comte, as

it is generally believed ; they were conceived by Turgot half a century befote.
Moreover, the law of the three states, as formulated by Comte, is question-

able, for not only have the three periods existed perennially, they have
been found to exist together in the same person.

But, in the first place,

Comte misused the word theology which, according to Aristotle, is the

rational science of God.

Evidently this was not the interpretation Comte

intended for the term. At any rate, the so-called theological period has
not expired, for there are people to this day, only to instance the Chinese,
who attribute many phenomena to supernatural beings. Nor is the meta-
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physical period complete. The scientists themselves continue to delve into
the mysteries of the first causes of things, not always intentionally, it is
true, but through an innate uncontrollable desire to know the truth.

As

to the origin of the positive period, we need but mention the name of
Epicurus to prove that it existed long before the time of Comte. - And
again, in St. Thomas, Leibnitz and Kant, we find the three states coexisting.
St. Thomas was an eminent theologian and metaphysician. His famous
“Summa Theologica” is a treatise on philosophy as well as Christian theology. Apart from this, he taught the “Method,of Economy,” a system
by which he sought to explain facts by facts, and thus economize the
number of supersensible or metaphysical causes, such as heat and light.
Descartes was a practical Catholic and a student of the Bible. No one will
gainsay that his celebrated proposition, “Cogito ergo sum,” is the result
of serious metaphysical speculation. It appears that he had also a strong
leaning towards what was to be called positivism, for he denied the existence
of hidden forces, and maintained that all phenomena can be reduced to
movement. In Leibnitz likewise we find the three states combined. A
greater theologian than Descartes, a metaphysician as profound, Leibnitz
is a precursor of Comte in this that he rejects the occult forces of scholasticism. Comte’s law of the three states is thus proved to be in contradiction
with facts, an argument that the positivists themselves cannot fail to admit.
Apprehending Comte’s conception of knowledge in general, we are not
surprised to find that this philosopher, considered the positive period of
knowledge as being the only scientific one, and that, in consequence, he
reduces science to the knowledge of phenomena and laws. We have seen
that Descartes and Leibnitz denied the existence of all invisible energy, or
occult force, which they considered as an abstraction without reality, amere verbal entity. But Comte was the first who attempted to found a
system of philosophy based upon the denial of all realities outside of experimental facts. That Comte was mistaken is proved by the fact that
scientists of the present day are unanimous in admitting the existence of
such realities, as the schoolmen had named, power, energy, faculty. Thus,

energy is said to be the cause of motion, and it is variously manifested, as
mechanical energy, electricity, heat and light. Energy may not always be »
apparent: instance the pugilist at rest. But at a moment’s notice, the
pugilist may manifest energy in an unmistakable manner. According to
Aristotle, energy may be in the potential state or in act. The positivists,

who with Descartes identify énergy and motion, are decidedly in the wrong,
for one is the cause, the other is the effect; one is invisible, the other visible.
To state, as the positivists, that energy does not exist apart from motion,

is to reduce it to a phenomenon; but the phenomenon is the manifestation
of a cause, and the cause itself remains to be found; it is of the metaphysical order, and cannot be reached by experience which, according to Comte,

is the only mode of acquiring knowledge.

Comte’s definition of science is
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entirely incomplete; it reduces all knowledge to phenomena and their laws

and excludes all metaphysical truths.

Such is the positivist conception of science. But we have seen that,
although Comte denies the existence of all invisible realities, his definition

of science supposes their existence. Moreover, Comte himself, towards the
end of his life, was brought to recognize the existence of metaphysical

truths: he created a religion of his own, the religion of humanity, of which
he proclaimed himself the supreme pontiff. This departure of Comte from

the principles of positivism contributed to discredit his doctrine in France.

But to Comte belongs the unenviable glory of having, as Littre’ says, eliminated the absolute from modern conceptions, and of having thus established

the principle of what is named in England Agnosticism. Auguste Comte
is the true founder of the great but deplorable movement of contemporary

thought that has carried away so many minds, and inclined them to take no
account of God, but to value only what is of the order of observation and
C. Fiow, 707.
experience.
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De Profundis —
Upon the night's stiilness
‘Irhere breaks a sad tome,
Tt wells from the belfry
Of the Chapel go lone.
Jt recalls to the faithful
‘The anguish and bate
Of the poor souls departed
From this sin-deluged vale.
\

\\ R

“Tlave pity upon us,
It mornfully tolls

’

“For the hand of the just lord

Wath erushed our sad souls.
lave pity upon us,

gt least ye, our friends,
pee
1
‘
poe
aa
na pray
that
Christ
Jesus:
ho

@

Yur failings may cleanse.”
—F. De Sales Monroe.
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ST. MARY’S vs. WITTENBERG
REAT was the joy at St. Mary’s, when, on September 14, the
bulletin board announced the glad tidings that the students
would be allowed to play football under the new rules. The

repeated cheers that arose as the news spread from group to
group, proved that the game, which since the last season had
been the subject of so much criticism, had lost none of its
popularity, at least among the players.

The call for candidates was immediately made.

Many of

the old warriors responded, with them a number of new ones. There was
no time for delay, practice was at once begun. As the new rules revolutionized football, many changes were made among the “Regulars.” O’Day, the great and mighty right tackle of last year, was shifted to end, lighter
hacks were substituted, and the heavier men thrown in on the line. When
the team was at last lined up as it should be, Coach Hern took them into
secret practice. At the end of ten days*the squad was fast rounding into
shape; the tackling was excellent, while end formations and line bucks were
perfect.
Even at this early period, the hopes of the team had centered in O’Day,
“Spike” as he was called, the husky right end. When puniing or drop
kicking was called for, he was the man sent back to do the work. Tall,
broad shouldered, weighing a hundred and eighty pounds, combining with
this the speed of a sprinter, he made one of the best aggressive and defensive
men on the team. Few players ever made a second attempt to go around his
end when it had once been tried. But there was another reason why Coach
Hern had put O’Day on end, and that was for the forward pass.
After three weeks’ practice, the first game was played; it resulted in a
complete victory for St. Mary’s. From then on, team after team arrayed up
against us, to meet their Waterloo. The season was well advanced, only
two weeks before the last big game on Thanksgiving.
Wittenburg, ever the rivals of St. Mary’s, was to play on this day. As

the time approached, enthusiasm was running high in the camp of the Red
and Blue.

Students grouped about the campus, discussing the prospects of

piling up a big score on their opponents.

Sorse even went so far as to

state that Wittenburg would be lost in the onslaught and carnage of the
battle, and when the dust had disappeared after the fray, Wittenburg

would find the blank spectre of defeat staring them in the face.

As e

member of the team with no mean record, I more than partook of the universal enthusiasm and would often find my thoughts wandering in advance

of time, and awake suddenly, covered with perspiration in the midst of an
imaginary scrimmage.
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Thanksgiving day arrived. The air was crisp and invigorating, making
ideal football weather. ong before the time set for the game, crowds
began to enter and fill up the enormous bleachers erected for the occasion.
Friends, alumni, and students, all wearing the colors of their respective
college, rushed in to secure the best seats. On the south side of the erid“floated the flags and pennants of the red and blue, while on the north,
iron,
waved the cardinal‘and cream.
At 2:30 Wittenburg, headed by their band, entered the western extremity
of the field. The rooters of the north side arose, singing their old college
song:
“Oh, Alma Mater, Wittenburg,
To thee we ‘ll ever cling;
Thy wondrous fame our praises claim,
To thee alone we sing.”

The song had hardly died from their lips, when from the eastern gate, a
brass band entered playing the Institute March, “St. Mary’s,” and as the
team ran upon the field, the wearers of the Red and Blue arose in one
mighty cheer. Some loyal alumnus in the bleachers started the old familiar
strain:
“We are proud St. Mary’s boys to be,

Proud to bear her great and noble name,

And our aim through life shall ever be
To increase her glory and her fame.’’

A thousand voices caught it up till it swelled into one grand anthem.
But listen! The shrill whistle of the referee is heard above all. It is time
to commence the game.
St. Mary’s has chosen the goal, Wittenburg gets the kick off. The game
is on, up and down the field the sturdy warriors battle, cheered on by their
comrades. The teams are evenly matched. St. Mary’s has the ball, by using
end runs they reach the fifteen-yard line. They line up, the ball is snapped,
but, for off side playing, St. Mary’s is penalized fifteen yards. Consternation ran along the line of the Red and Blue. Only two minutes to play and
thirty yards to go for a touchdown. The quarter back calls for a drop

kick.

O’Day falls back into position: he kicks but the oval swerved to one

side and fell short.
The first half is over with neither side scoring. During the short intermission, Coach Hern instructed his men to use the forward pass. Wittenburg were in doubt, havingused all their trick plays to no effect.

The intermission over, the battle was resumed. Through twenty minutes
of rushing, plunging, punting, neither team was enabled to score. The end
hung long in doubt. But through a fumble, St. Mary’s secured the ball

and advanced it to the twenty-yard line. Hark! the quarter back is calling
the signals: 33, 41, 205, 19. Coach Hern alone knew what it meant,—the
forward pass, a play that had proved fatal so often, yet, if i+ worked, the
day was won. O’Day, calm and collected, stood still. It was an awful
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moment for him.

If he missed the ball, all hopes were blasted.

The ball

is snapped and with a leap O’Day bounds forward; at the same time the left
half circles the end, throwing the ball high and far. O’Day, with a mighty
effort, caught the ball, but, at this stage of the game, I felt some one tackling me vigorously. We fell together, but I immediately jumped to my
feet, when I found myself face to face with the prefect, who whispered;
“Go back to bed; you ’re talking in your sleep.” The holiday crowds, the
bands, the football warriors, all had disappeared. I heard nothing but the
suppressed titter of my neighbor, “Spike” O’Day, and the nasal symphony
of the other warriors. I had again played the Wittenburg game in advance.
Rex Emerick, 707.

Sursum ef Prorsum
UPWARD raise thy red-white standard
Seorr all low, mean paths of mire;
a

“

for higher purpose gendered,
Te

Man,

AP

‘TPo th’ eternal should aspire

ONW aR still be thy endeavor
FPor the noble, good and right;
‘Trill thou gain the summit,
never
A

vy

S

q|

Q

SuIY)

y+; 1)

Those this motto out of sight.
—F Lawret, ’08.
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At Sunset

a

\Orer

a towed low in prayer,
Gives praise tc | Wary Mother in heaven,
1OVIT|S Care.

\t steals into the church,
‘ine priest :n slience prays,

‘The birds chirp in the ivied wall,

fs slowly

IT)

le

the
Uli

TAVS
i
ay ©.

Frank Morris, ’08.
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FIRST AND LAST LAURELS

little
In the northern part of Maine, secluded among the pine trees, 1s the
ses
farmhou
several
and
store
village of Belleville. It consists of a country
houses
these
of
one
In
fields.
tivated
separated by rich pastures and well-cul
smal]
dwelt an old soldier, Michael Kay, who, after having gathered a
His
fortune, had retired with his wife and son, to this his native village.
<
made
part,
taken
had
he
vivid descriptions of the many battles in which
whose sole amdeep impression upon the youthful mind of his son, John,

We
bition was to show himself the worthy scion of such a chivalrous sire.
1867,
year
the
in
day,
one
when,
joy
great
John’s
at
then,
wonder,
not
do
while getting the mail at the grocery, he read the following notice tacked
upon the wall:
WANTED.
500 men to join the cavalry and infantry to
suppress the Indian uprising in Kansas. Apply
—Secretary of War—Washington, D. C.
John was now twenty-one years old; he readily received, from his heroic
father, permission to join in the defense of the western pioneers.
In a short time, John donned the uniform of a private in the first reg?ment of cavalry, company B. He was under the command of General Hancock, then encamped at Fort Riley, Kansas.

The Indian troubles had increased.

down, and numerous massacres occurred.

Daily, entire villages were burnt’
Children, women, aged persons,

nothing was sacred to the irritated and bloodthirsty Redmen. Hancock
was immediately ordered to the front. The Indians, seeing the number and
determination of our troops, endeavored to gain time by treating with the
government. General Hancock was to meet the Indian chiefs at their
village on the Pawnee Fork, on April 10, at 11 a.m. But, when he arrived
at the village, he found it deserted. He, at once, sent John Kay with an
escort of ten men, to discover the whereabouts of the enemy. John was

highly flattered by this choice and resolved that day to cover himself with
military glory if the occasion would present itself.

The men rode many a mile in silence, when a bullet whizzed passed the

ear of one of the soldiers.

Suddenly, they saw themselves surrounded

by a numerous horde of Indians. Our young hero ordered his men to form
a square and to sell their life dearly. They fought nobly, but what

could they do against such odds! In a short time, ten men were lying upon
the ground in death’s agony, John alone remaining unhurt. But his turn
soon came: a bullet pierced his shoulder; exhausted, he fell to the ground.

An Indian chief ran toward him and with a fiendish yell, scalped him.
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The enemy then withdrew in haste and Ieft our unfortunate hero to his

fate.

}

John lay on the ground for a long time. He was very weak, but he
dragged himself under a tree, leaned his head against the trunk and thought
of days gone by. He was a boy once again. He pictured to himself his dear
little village and his kind parents in far-off Maine. <A tear rolled down his
pale cheek. Never again shall he see his little Belleville; never shall he
look upon his father’s kindly face, nor hear his mother’s sweet voice! Then
he thought of the good old priest, who had baptized him, prepared him
for his first communion, and who had given him, before leaving, a medal
of Mary Immaculate. He thought of this souvenir; he opened his shirt
with his trembling hands and drew the medal from his bosom. He raised
it lovingly to his lips and said: “O Mary conceived without sin, pray for
us who have recourse to thee.” He then fell into a peaceful sleep, to awaken
only in eternity.
Meanwhile, in the little village of Belleville, an old man and his wife
awaited and prayed for the return of their son. Alas! he now lies cold in
death, and they will meet him only in the Great Beyond.
,
JouN F. Oumer, °10.
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THE LIFE OF A THANKSGIVING TURKEY
“Crack! crack! crack” could be dimly heard coming from a nest in a

box in which an old hen was doing her duty towards having a turkey for the
Thanksgiving dinner. The cracking after a time was followed by “peep,
peep, peep,” which meant the arrival of the turkey. Even the old hen
showed signs of delight to think her thirty days’ setting still was rewarded.
After three hours five baby turkeys were nestled together in a heap under
her faithful wings. Five were hatched—but how many shall live to perish
under the edge of the ax?

In two weeks the number dwindled to three.

Two lucky babies died

before enjoying life to be killed. The three remaining carried their bassdrums proudly about filled with the choicest grain.
By Easter the loving mother began to think her youngsters large enough
to wander further than the limits of the barnyard. So she, with her little
band, strolled out upon the road. A merciless wheel of a passing buggy
erished number three’s life into oblivion. A broken-hearted mother returned with two grief-stricken followers to the old home, to mourn the
loss of a sister. “Never again-shall I risk the road,” the hen must have

thought, for she never left the barnyard. The two remaining waxed rapidly
beyond the mother’s stature and discarded her as an inferior fowl. She,
too, thought them queer chickens.
Which shall be the unfortunate one for Thanksgiving? was the question,
as both the youngsters turned out to be proud gobblers.
The cook was to kill the turkey according to a wager she made with me.
I knew she would be afraid to commit such a rash act, but she claimed not.
The day before Thanksgiving she prepared block and ax ready for the
execution. The turkey was carefully laid head down, the cook raised the
ax and dropped it with a mighty force upon the block. She turned her
head away so as not to see her terrible deed and ran to the kitchen to secure
utensils wherein to place the fowl. But upon returning to get the turkey,

it was gone. She had missed her aim and never harmed the innocent.
A thorough search disclosed the fact that both turkeys had taken French
leave. They seeing the awful fate that awaited them, decided to quit the
realm.

Three weeks later they were found in a woodland a few miles off.

Their life was spared, and they are enjoying it to-day, four years after
their lucky escape.
CLEMENT G. JAucu, ’08.
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Turkey! Turkey! Komm’ doch her,
Will dir erzahlen feine Mahr
;
Hab’ da ein Futter new erfunden
Das dich verjiingt wohl viele Stunden.
Dich schoner macht, und. fett und zart,
So wie nach junger Hiihner Art.
Komm’ doch komm’ doch, ’s thut nicht weh,

Fiirwahr eine ganz brillante Idee!

TURKEY:
Ja, du kriegst mich gleich beim Schopf
Und schligst mir ab den lieben Kopf:
Und dann muss ich, ich armer Tropf,
In’s heisse Wasser, in den Topf.
O weh!
Muss stundenlang darin dann sitzen
Und ohw Erbarmen keuchen, schwitzen
;
Muss stundenlang darin dann kochen
Sammt Fett and Fleisch, sammt Haut and Knochen.
Nein, nein, ich danke fein,
Behalte nur das Futter dein.
[ch geh!

\
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A HALLOWEEN TALE OF LONG AGO
-T we. the beginning of October in the year 1776. Mary, a bright
lass of fifteen, left her home for the city of Philadelphia. Mary
was accustomed to spend the winter with her aunt and cousins,
all staunch tories, who lived in this city. Mary was a staunch
little “rebel,” as her tory cousins called her.
Mary’s cousins were older than she, and werevisited frequently by British officers, who teased her because she was a patriot.
But she in turn retaliated by calling them“King’s slaves” and “tories.”
Halloween was but one day ahead, and the cousins were busy decorating the
walls of the house with corn husks and the windows with pumpkins.

Halloween had come at last, and with it came British officers and pretty
girls. They were all older than our little heroine, but nevertheless she had
a jolly time. The time for jokes and pranks was over, and the witching
hour for charms had come. All drew sticks to see who would try his or her
luck. The shortest stick came to Mary, and she was requested to take a
lighted candle, an apple and a mirror into the cellar and to eat the apple
without speaking; and moreover, she was told that while she was eating
the,apple, she should see her future ace
Mary took the articles set aside and went into the cellar. While she was
munching the apple, a face loomed up in the mirror. “Sh
? was all
that Mary heard. She turned around and was confronted by a patriot clad
in the uniform of a captain.
“Haven’t you seen your lover yet?’ came a feminine voice from the top
of the stairs.
“No!” answered Mary. “Oh, now I must try it over again. Toss me

another apple, and don’t you dare intrude again.”
“Now,” said Mary, in a suppressed undertone, as the door of the stair-

way closed, “what can I do for you?”
“You can do a great deal for me, my little lass. You are Scotch, as I
see by your countenance, as also am I. Lead me to a place of safety.

I am hunted like a fox. Iam a patriotic spy. This place is none for me,
can you find me another ?”
“JT have it,” exclaimed Mary.

will lead you to it.

“There is a trapdoor under the stairs.

I

Come!”

The soldier followed noiselessly, and Mary opened the trapdoor, and shut
it after the soldier had dropt into the underground tunnel.

“Haven’t you seen your lover yet?” piped another voice.
Mary did not answer, but as a reply ran up the steps.
“Did you see him ?”
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“T daren’t tell,’ answered Mary.
“Well! well !”
“Hark! I hear the tramp of horse-hoofs,” cried one of the officers.

“R-r-r-rap!

R-r-r-rap.”

“Who ’s there ?”
“A soldier of the king,” came from outside. “Open the door, quick !”
The doof was quickly opened, and a band of ten Britishers entered.
“Are the tenants of this king’s men or rebels?”
“]X-i-n-g-’s—m-e-n,” answered all in one tone.
“T am sorry, my people, but I have an order from my commander by
which I must search this house,” said the leader of the band. “There is a
rebel spy hidden in this house.
“Search it,” said Mary’s aunt in a loud and fearless voice.
The upper and lower stories of the house were searched, but nothing
was found. Then the cellar was searched, then the coal bins, and at last
the men found a broken window and followed the blood-drops to the
potato bin—but here they stopped. All this time Mary kept near to the
trapdoor, and when any one came near, stood directly over it. The soldiers
left, a very disappointed band.
When the inmates of the house proceeded to the room above, Mary stayed
back to look for a necklace which she had lost, but which she intentionally

dropt. When the last of the party had disappeared, she stealthily took
her way to the trapdoor, and loosening it, whispered, “They have gone. All
is quiet. Go the way you came.”
And then she joined the merry-makers on the floor above, much happier,
for she had saved a life and had been a heroine. But’ also she knew that if
ever any man should claim her hand in wedlock, it should be this staunch
Seotch-American who was giving his life for his country.

Epwarp J. May, 708.
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To some Americans Thanksgiving day is little more
han an occasion to partake of a well-dressed table, the
result of the wholesale slaughter: of turkey and other fowl,
that takes place at this season of the year. This is not the purpose of the
celebration as we are officially informed every year by our respected President, and as the name itself implies. If the United States is the-foremost
nation of the world to-day, it owes its prosperity to the goodness of an overgenerous Providence. Gratitude to this unseen but ever present Benefactor
will secure continued protection, and elicit greater favors that will raise
the country to a still higher degree of prosperity. Enjoy the turkey and
cranberrysauce, but don’t forget the donor, the “Giver of all good cifts.
Thanksgiving

Retreat

The annual retreat is unquestionably the most momentous event of the first month of the school year. The

recruits of nineteen-six could not help but copy the earn-

estness with which the old. boys are accustomed to make the retreat, and
after three days of spiritual manceuvering, they came out imbued with the
vim and enthusiasm that have ever characterized the students of St. Mary’s
in all their undertakings, recreative, instructive and religious.

The new

boys, as well as the old ones among us, proved that they believed in the
time-worn dictum: - “What is worth doing at all is worth doing well;”

THE PRODIGAL SON
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and we all made the best of the opportunity given to us, leaving the exercises
of retreat with one thought in particular deeply impressed upon our minds,

viz., that the consideration of our eternity is to be always the guiding principle of our actions. An education in which the consideration of future life
is not an important factor is incomplete, and must needs lead to a moral
failure, for it neglects the illimited and everlasting, for the limited and the

fleeting; it sacrifices the immortal destiny of the soul to a few years of

intellectual and physical enjoyment.
A thorough intellectual training is more needful to-day than ever for

the young man who is intent upon making his mark in the world, and we
may say the same of religious training, which proposes the highest ideals
of justice, duty, right and morality in general, such ideals as invariably
command consideration and esteem, and which are the essential traits of a
thorough-bred man. To instance the value of a complete intellectual and
religious training, compare the college graduate who has an extended knowledge of profane science, and at the same time solid religious convictions,
with the one who has never been taught the slightest notion of God, his

destiny, the supernatural world. The former begins life with a true knowledge of its value and its object; he is determined to be successful, but within
the limits of his rights, respecting the rights of his neighbor and mindful
of his obligations towards his Maker, in the hope of one day reaping an
eternal reward. The latter, with no definite idea of a guiding Providence,
seeks merely the material benefits of life, its joys, its pleasures, and perhaps
does not so much as think of the fate that awaits him in the great hereafter.
At St. Mary’s we have the good fortune to receive a thorough education,
physical, intellectual and religious, but we will appreciate it at its true
value only when our college days are over, and when for us, as for those
who have gone before us, it will be an incentive ever to remain loyal to
our Alma Mater.

Diamond

The year 1906 is an epoch date in the history of the

Jubilee

Faith in Ohio. It marks the diamond jubilee of the Catholic Telegraph, the oldest catholic paper in the country,
and the centenary of the foundation of Catholicity in this state, two important events which, without the richly compiled jubilee number of the
Telegraph, and the widespread circulation of this excellent paper, would
undoubtedly have passed unnoticed by the majority of Catholics.

A hundred years ago, Father Fenwick while traveling through the territory now occupied by Somerset, Perry County, accidentally or rather providentially discovered a community of Catholics, and in their midst cele-

brated the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass for the first time in Ohio.

Not-

withstanding the limited means these good families could dispose of,
sufficient funds were soon raised to construct a church made of logs, which

became a center of worship for all the Catholics dispersed throughout the
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state.

We cannot but marvel at the courage and determination of this

band of early Catholic settlers. Although poor and few in number, they

clung together, and struggled valiantly against the bigotry and ignorance

of their fellow citizens. “Through their undaunted perseverance, Catholicity steadily progressed, and. new meeting centers were founded which were

eventually grouped together to form the diocese of Cincinnati with the
devoted pioneer missionary, Father Fenwick, as bishop.
In the meantime, the Church ever the object of persecution, lacked an
organ of defense. The papers, controlled by bigots, were open to the

insults and calumnies of the enemies of the Faith, but refused to publish
articles of Catholic defense. It was of pardmount importance that the
Catholics should have a paper to protect themselves against these attacks.
The Telegraph was founded, its first issue appearing October 22, 1831.
During its first years of existence, the Catholic Telegraph experienced the
same vicissitudes that marked the early progress of Catholicity in the state,
but, like the Church, it emerged from the struggle triumphant. In fact,
the history of both are closely interwoven. “The Catholic Telegraph was
born of the need of the Church, and has continued its loyal and fearless
ally throughout these three quarters of a century. In its hands was placed

a weapon of defense, and how faithfully it has been employed against the
enemies of faith and morals, of home and country, of God and man, its
pages for seventy years relate.”
The staunch active faith of the first Catholic settlers contrasts singularly

with the indifference in religious matters of many Catholics of the present
day, who find that the modicum they do for the Church, is more than what
€ould be expected of them. Much is done for the Catholic cause, we admit,
but much more could be accomplished if so many did not withhole their

cooperation!

The Catholic newspaper is the actual means of grouping

Catholic thought and action, and of giving them the same direction; and
as such, it is the necessary complement of religious teaching given in school
and in church. It should therefore be a welcome visitor to every Catholic

hearth.

But, sad to say, the same families who cannot dispense with a

sensational daily and Sunday paper, claim that they cannot afford to subseribe to a Catholic weekly, founded and supported by their forefathers.

It is our earnest desire that all Catholic families will be brought to realize
the good done by Catholic papers, and will give them the loyal support
they deserve.

In the name of the staff and readers of the ExpoNENT, we tender our sincere compliments to the Editors of the Catholic Telegraph on the occasion of
the Diamond Jubilee Celebration, and we think ourselves justified in stat-

ing, that they will always find the Ohio readers of the
the same time readers of the Catholic Telegraph.

anata
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CHIPS

In order better to distinguish those former pupils who
left S. M. I. with a diploma of graduation, their names
will in future appear in SMALL CaprraLts—uniess the
PrINTER’s Devit meddles with the affair.
Graduates

Welcome
Visitors

During the past weeks St. Mary’s has had the pleasure of
extending her hospitality to the following Old Boys:

September 14: WILLIAM STOECKLEIN, ’04, who was preparing to enter the Ohio State University.
September 15: Warner KiEraBer, 705, preparatory to his departure for
Cambridge, Mass., where he will take up the study of Horticulture.
September 16: Frank Baumgarten, *75, and wife, from Galion, Ohio,
to greet Brothers Theodore Rush, Louis Vogt and Martin Beck, his former
teachers; ALPHONSE Pater, 704, of Hamilton, who was getting ready to
enter the Catholic University of Washington; Ep. ORENDORE, 99, to ereet

the oldest hopeful of Jor WINDBIEL, 794, of Chicago; also Adolph Scheble,
01, to see the great improvements of the last five’ years, and Henry Burkhardt, Jr., 702, to greet his old college chum, Brother Alfred Rabe; Jos.
J. Osterday, 769, to visit his son; John S. Hemler, 05, to greet his old
teachers.
September 1%: WiLtiam SKetron, *05, to announce his departure for
the Ohio State University.

September 18:

Doctor William 'T.

Ryan, *02, to have a “shake” with

his former teachers.
September 21: Frank Yosaburo Sugita, who came to greet his old
friends in the Senior class and to see how the Physical Laboratory was getting along. Frank made quite a sensation upon leaving St. Mary’s last year

by becoming from a simple Junior of S. M. [. a full-fledged Professor
of JapaneseTiteratore and History at the University of Notre Dame.

His

notable appointment was heralded in many of the papers throughout the

country and Frand now enjoys a distinguished popularity.

Our old friend

has returned to the University for another term.
September 23: John Link, ’75, then of Galion, now of Crestline, Ohio,

to secure a place for his oldest son John, Jr., and to sce the great improve-
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ments made at his Alma Mater during the last thirty years. He was
accompanied by Mr. Wetzel, the father of our Caruey, 03; Bernard Topmiller, *%72, and his son BERNARD, JR., ’06, to see the only “Topsy” still at
S. M. I.; Leo Logzs, 06, to renew old acquaintances, and Jos. MAYL, 06,
to see his many friends.

September 29: CiarENcE Hocuwatr, 06, to take a rest after his
first week’s hard work at the City Engineer’s office.

September 30: Chas. Hollencamp, °95, to bring news of his Rev. friend
from far-off Japan, Father Spenner, the Chaplain of the Institute in the
early *90’s.
September 30: Peter Kuntz, Jr., and his brother John, in their majestic
auto, the latest pattern “Stoddard,” to land the three junior Kuntzes safely

io)

i

October 5: Chas. Linnell, ’72, then of Kipton, Ohio, to find himself
_ bewildered, after an absence of thirty-five years, by the immense strides
made by the Gem City and especially by his Alma Mater.
Sunday, October 7: Jos. CRONAN, 705, to see his old teachers and to
exhibit a future Old Boy, Cronan Jr. Joe was obliged to discontinue for

a time his studies at the Case School of Cleveland on account of the pre-

carious health of his father. He is at present in the City Engineer’s Office,
keeping company to the other members in the “High Five. Club.” Jos.
CLEMENS, 09, with his wife, to bright the photo of his deceased brother
Harry of 701. Ax. Warp, 799, to exhibit a masterpiece issued from the
Rembrandt photograpic studio. Jos. Murpuy, *01, to bring his photo.
Fred Unger of the year 757, the father of three Old Boys, to relate how his

own father helped the Brother baker in those pre-historic times. Fred is
machinist in the vast Stoddard Automobile Works and takes special interest
in our splendid power-house.
October 13: William Unger, 798, who took special interest in our little
army of bicyclists returning from dinner.

Sunday, October 14: Harrpert RECHSTEINER, *95, and friends, to enjoy
a perfect Indian summer day; Anthony Schaefer, ’03, with Harry WAGER,

706, to greet his brother Leo.
Come again, Old Boys, one and all.

It is with great regret and sympathy that we record the
A Heavy Loss

gevere misfortune that befell several of our Old Boys and

loyal advertisers. The large elevator of the Heile Brothers,
which is situated in Latonia, Ky., was recently burned to the ground, at a
time when it was holding a hundred and fifty thousand bushels of grain.
The loss is estimated at a hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars. The
fire was very untimely on account of the season and it cripples the business
exceedingly ; but the “push” behind the Heile Brothers will no doubt land
them again on top in a short time.
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Editor-in-Chief =JosepH PILoNn has entered the first year of theology at
05 of The
St. Viateur’s Seminary near Chicago. Amidst his volumiExponent
nous books he does not forget Tur EXPONENT and sends
‘it “some bits of verse” which we hope will appear in due time. He has

found pleasant company in a seminarian who is a former student of the
Brothers of Mary from Spalding Institute, Peoria, Illinois, and whose con-

duct suggests to him the following remark: “Loyalty appears to be a common trait of all students who have been under the Brothers of Mary.”
We were agreeably surprised to hear that Leo Schaefer,
Congratulations *()1, of Dayton, entered the novitiate of the Brothers of
Mary last August. At the end of the same month two other
former students, Edward Rottman, ’03, of Cincinnati, and Joseph Janning,
°03, of Dayton, ‘made their first vows. We wish our three Old Boys God‘s
ehoicest blessings in their sacred calling.
CLARENCE STOECKLEIN, 708.

CLIPPINGS

Old and New
An ’00 Boy writes, “1 am enclosing one dollar for my
Subscribers subscription to THE Exponent’. Last year | neglected to
subscribe and now only realize how much I missed its
bright pages and the welcome news of the Old Boys.”
We should receive a hundred cents from every former student, even from
those who at present read THE EXpoNeENt of their brother, cousin, or even

of their father-in-law.

This Alumni Editor moves that every Old

Boy subscriber to the college paper urge every other Old Boy to become
a member of THE EXxpoNENT family, and thus promote the good cause of
his Alma Mater.
New and Old Members recently heard of are:
From Dayton: CHARLES WILL, CLARENCE GOCHOEL, Urban Deger,
Hugh Wall, Lawrence Showen, Harry CapreLt, A. J. Warp, JOSEPH
~

MurpPHuy.
From Boston: A. Menzinsky.
From Philadelphia: ALBERT MOoRMAN.
From Galion, Ohio: Frank Baumgarten.
From Crestline, Ohio: John Link.

From Steubenville, Ohio:

Rev. J. J. Slattery.

From Stroh, Ind.: DALuas WERT.
From Cincinnati: Edmund Burdick.

From Columbus:

E. F. Dorgan.

From St. Louis: Wm. WANDER.
From San Jose, California: Leo Berghoff.

Froni Shelbyville, Indiana: Otto Shaffer.
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From Cleveland:

From Chicago:

Michael J.

Thos.-Patterson.

JOSEPH ZANGERLE.

It was a source of much pleasure to us to receive “the

Coughlin

atest and the best” from one of S. M. I.’s loyal ones.
Michael was one of the bright stars in Brother Bertram’s
class in ’73 and 774. At that time he hailed from Tolono, Ill. Later on he
became connected with the Illinois Central Railroad, acting as station agent
at various places until he withdrew from active service in 1900, and is now

leading a quiet life at Champaigne, Ilinois.
John pleasantly remembers his Alma Mater and always has a good word
for her.- He is especially desirous of a reunion of the old-time Boys, so
that he can meet some of his college chums, especially Charles Gadsden of
Chicago, his seatmate, James Moran of Cincinnati, and Wm. Hahn of

Dayton.

Here’s to hoping that they will see this appeal.

“That Football
Game”

Under the able guidance of their coach, Dr. Freshour,
the S. M. I. eleven is being put in fine shape for the

season.
Among the Old Boys who are anxious to see the games on the local
eridiron is Caryl Hanauer, one of last year’s stars both in baseball and
basketball. Caryl has put himself on the list of Old Boys by securing a
good position with the large Brownell Company of Dayton, of which an
Old Boy, A. H. Kemper, is president and general manager.
The schedule of the November games on the local grounds is as follows:
Saturday, November 3, with the Riverdales;
:
;
Saturday, November 10, with West Carrolton
Saturday, November 24, with. the University of Wittenburg.
Just before going to press we have to record the first game of the season,

fought with the Germantown warriors, which resulted in a glorious victory
for St. Mary’s. Score: 29-0.
The Old Boys were there, too, in order to admire the playing of their
juniors and to get the first edition of the new college yells. Among them
we noticed: Lewis Wheeler, who did excellent work as wmpire, Robert

Regan, Clarence Hochwalt, “Pete” Hampel, Victor Smith, Edward Stoeck-

lein, Edward Moritz, and Vincent Schneble.

“Although this is my last and busiest years at Jefferson
Philadelphia

Medical College, I shall extend a warm welcome to THE
Exponent at its monthly visit. I spent the summer as as-

sistant to Dr. G. A. Gregory at Boothbay Harbor on the coast of Maine.
My trip “Way down East” was very pleasant and profitable.
“Wishing you continued success with THE EXPONENT,
“ALBERT J. MoorMAN, 700.”
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Furnishing
Alumni

Hall

Shall the clothing of the new “baby;”Alumni Hall, be
finally done in a manner becoming those to whom “the

stork” brought it?

Let us await results before becoming

too sanguine. Surely the champions of the cause, Dr. J. Averdick, Gus
Decker, and particularly Harry Bush, will be glad to know that the longheralded committee is no longer a thing of the future. The following are
the chairmen of the different classes appointed to solicit from the members
of: their respective pea , donations for the furnishing of the Hall:
F. J. McCormick, 88 G. E. Deeker, 89; H. L. Ferneding, °90;. E. C.
Hegman, 91; R. P. Burkhardt, 792; Jos. J. Abel, 793; Dr. L. F. Bucher,

94; H. J. Rechsteiner, 95; John F. Maher,*’96; M. N. Blumenthal, 797;
Harry Cappel, 798, Jos. W. pipes °99; Louis Moosbrugger, *00; W. H.
McGrath, ’01; Harry Finke, 702; R. S. Hayes, 03; Leo N. Kramer, 704;
Jos. aoering, 05; Geo. reaan °06. The classes of *85, ’86, and 787, and
the Honorary Members are in charge of L. Edgar Orendorf, 702 Conover
Building, Dayton, Ohio, to whom all communications, donations in partieular, should be sent.

The best donation received until now is $25.00, which is to be credited to
a member of the class of 96. To work, Alumni!
Frep Hackman, 708.
HERE AND THERE

Reminiscent

The touching lines which closed the communication of
the“‘Oldest of the Old Boys,” published in our last issue,
reminds the Alumni Editor of the words which Enegland’s

famous poet, Thomas Gray, addressed to his Alma Mater in his “Ode on a
Distant Prospect of Eaton College:”
“Ah happy hills, ah pleasing shade,
Ah fields beloved in vain,
Where once my careless childhood strayed,
A stranger vet to pain!”
S. M. I.’s

We are in receipt of the catalogue of the nineteenth season of the well-known Gottschalk Lyrie School of Chicago,
in which institution our Old Boy, Oscar J. Deis, is one of
the principal professors, having charge of the piano, as well as of the
counterpoint and composition class. Oscar attended St. Mary’s Institute
in 797 and 798 and became prominent in the Gem City as organist of Holy
Trinity Church. He studied music both here and in Cincinati and completed his education in Chicago. In this city he is at present organist of
St. Aloysius Church and director of two very successful vocal societies, the
Catholic Choral Club (mixed voices) and the Catholic Casino (male woices).:
We wish our talented Old Boy continued success in his special calling.

Musical Talent
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Atoysius C. ANGEL is now in the first year of theology
at St. Vincent’s Seminary near Pittsburg, Pa. His two

brothers JoHN and FERINAND will be ordained priests early

ted at the
next June. The three Angel Brothers’ are worthily represen
cousins.
their
of
one
by
Institute at the present time

Switzerland

A souvenir postal card falling a distance of more than a
ile (exactly 5661 feet), from the midst of the glaciers

and perpetual snows:of the Alps on to the Alumni Editor’s

ing bit of
desk, proved to be an agreeable surprise to him. This interest
thus:
worded
message
a
bore
paper
“SEPTEMBER 27, 1906.
From THE Berra (1726 METERS), ALPS.

“Greetings from Old Boys.

‘“Warter ©. TREDTIN, *95.
“AnpREW B. Heiper, 701.
“Witttam M. O’Matey, 701.
“Utricu J. RAPPEL, *02.
THE Ex“Ww, T. W. (a future Old Boy and an ardent admirer of
ponent and of 8S. M. L.)
“T,AWRENCE A. YESKE, 702.”

of Mary to the
The above Old Boys are the contingent of the Brothers
they are
where
rg
Fribou
of
sity
Univer
s
at the famou

American colony
to do soon in their native
preparing for the higher things that they expect
deacon and Brother
country. Brother O’Maley has lately been ordained
Harry Anssery, 708.

Yeske subdeacon.

GEMS

Old and New
Faces

We are publishing in this issue the second of a series
of half-tones, the first of which appeared in the April, 1903,

sssue.

The Alumni Editor intends to publish the rest of -

and he is making a deterthe series up-to date (1906) in the near future,

graduates; and now
mined effort to secure the missing photos of St. Mary’s
vigorously pushing the
he calls upon all the Old Boys to assist him in
obliged for receiving any
enterprise to the end. He would feel very greatly
of their whereabouts or
ed
of the missing photos, or, even, for being inform
aphers.
photogr
the
of the names and addresses of
finished by the ExEvery series will be handsomely illuminated and
the numerous visi- ponENT artist, and then will adorn Alumni Hall where

with true Roman
tors of S. M. I. are constantly lead to hear her repeat
pride, “Here are my jewels.”
the present
Those graduates whose photos have not been secured up to
(October 14) are:

Teqe ESSE
Bes DOR5
Ay)

ST. MARY’S GRADUATES—SECOND SERIES
FRED WEAVER, ’91

OscaR MILLER, ’92

RICHARD BURKHARDT, ‘92

JOSEPH WINDBIEL, ’92

DALLAS WERT, °92

JOHN WARD, ’92

JOSEPH REDMOND, ’92
WILLIAM TANCRED, 92

ANDREW CAULFIELD, '93
RICHARD NASH, 93
JOSEPH ABEL, '93
EDWARD SIBILA, °93
(GEORGE POWER, '93)
Lovuts KELLY, ’93
THOMAS COUGHLIN, '93
CHARLES DANCER, '93
JOSEPH ZANGERLE, 94
ALEX. BLUMENTHAL, '94
ALBERT KEMPER ‘94
EDWARD MILLER, "94
Louts BUCHER, ‘94
FRED NEUMANN, 94
CLARENCE LUKASZWITZ

{
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Joseph B. Stagge, 86, then of Cincinnati, Ohio.
George S. Power, °93, Escanaba, Michigan.

a.
Edw. S. McDonnell, 795, then of Green’s Fork, Indian

Theo. W. Wimberg, 795, then of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Emmet P. Maher, 796, Greenville, Ohio.
Wm. L. Wise, 796, Dayton, Ohio.
Edw. J. Yockey, 96, then of Escanaba, Michigan.
Thomas N. Cavanaugh, ’98, Springfield, Ohio.
John N. Hayes, 798, then of Dunkirk, Indiana.
Edw. I. Lichtenfels, 99, then of Richmond, Indiana.
George A. Weber, 799, then of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Elmcr J.’Bergk, 700, then of Dayton, Ohio.
Joseph J. Connors, 700, Dayton, Ohio.
Albert J. Moorman, 700, then of Dayton, Ohio.
Virgil J. Terrell, 700, Cleveland, Ohio.
Joseph F; Zorn, 700, then of Chicago, Illinois.
Edw. M. Kahoe, 01, then of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bernard J. Kirchner, *01, Cleveland, Ohio.
Jacob J. Minke, 701, Chicago, Illinois.
John M. Burgmeier, ’02, then of Dayton, Ohio.
Thos. P. Kahoe, 702, then of Dayton, Ohio.
Bernard J. Klimper, *02, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Address all communications on this important subject as soon as possible
to The Alumni Editor.
We are happy to state that Bernard J. Klimper, 02, of
(Cincinnati is gradually recovering from an operation which
almost cost his life. He owes thanks, he says, to the many
prayers of his friends and the good work of the doctors. “Barney” was
recommended to the prayers of 8. M. I.
Convalescent

Order of

It was a source of no little surprise and satisfaction

to the Alumni Editor to be informed, last May, that Henry
A. Huschart, who hailed from Lawrenceburg, Indiana, in
September, 1872, is still well and living under the humble garb of a Franciscan friar as Brother Arsenius, O. F. M.
Our venerable Old Boy is devoting his life to the great cause of Christian
St. Francis

education and is at present stationed at the parochial school connected with
the church of St. Francis of Assisi, Cincinnati, Ohio.
In spite of his absence of more than thirty years he has not forgotten the

college in which he spent many happy days, and especially does he remem-

ber with pleasure his teacher, Brother John Henry, and Brother Zehler,
the president of the Institute at that time, both of whom have already

departed for a better world.
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We are indebted to Brother Arsenius for a very kind letter and we can
assure him that THE EXPONENT will be glad to find, its way, from time to
time at least, to the poor Franciscan.
;
D. Moran, 707.
NUGGETS

Unger-

Linneman

Itis our pleasant duty to present the most cordial wishes

of S. M. I. to one of its faithful Old Boys, Urban B.
Unger, of Dayton, who, on September 12, was united to

Miss Eva Linneman ‘i the bonds of holy wedlock. 'The ceremony was
performed by Rev. Father Hahne at a Nuptial High Mass in Holy Trinity
Church. The fair bride is a sister to Edward Linneman, who left St. Mary’s
in 1903. A number of Old Boys attended the wedding, among them being
Carl Unger, brother of the groom, who acted as best man, Fred. Unger,
father of the groom, William Unger, another brother; Urban Deger,
EDWARD HEGMAN, and Joseph Goetz.
The Unger family has been represented at St. Mary’s from away back in
*57 when Fred., the father, registered. Urban, the first of his boys to enter
the Institute, left in 795. William left in 798, and Carl in 1900. The.
youngest hopeful became “one of the many” last September.

‘Home, Sweet
Home”

CHARLES WETZEL, 703, and WinLiAm SToEcKLEIN, 704,
left recently for the Ohio State University to prepare for

greater things. Those who receive Charlie’s letters, say
that he left his heart and thoughts in dear old Dayton. We hope both
Alumni will soon become acclimatized and wish them abundant success.

Alumni Editor’s Wants

Old Boy, you-are requested to address all letters, photos,
news, inquiries, cuts for half-tones, requests for advertising
rates,clippings, subscriptions for ''HE EXPONENT, souvenir

postals, applications ‘for membership in St. Mary’s Alumni Association,
donations for Alumni Hall, scholarships, and other communications to
Yours for business,
THe ALumMNI Eprror,

St. Mary’s Institute,
Dayton, Ohio.
A. REGAN, 707.

EXPONENT

HIGHEST HONORS FOR SEPTEMBER
Collegiate Department

Nee RII es ae eee tO
Sos Charles Whalen,
Junior Letters
Sopnomrvore. Wetverss
Freshman Letters

Frank Morris, 99; William O’Connor,
ek ok. Albert Zengerle, ‘96; Lawrence Scheidler, §
Ralph Wollenhaupt, 96;

Fred Grundtisch,

Senior Science
John Zuber, 94; Daniel Moran, $
Junior Science
Frank Kemper, 97; Fred Hackman,
Sophomore Science
Charles Wagner, 97; Walter Steuer,
Freshman Science
Fred Dister, $8; Hans Amann,
Business II.
Charles O’Brien,
EUSP
OS er - Nya eeeee eS. Ss. Bhd ew aad Fred Topmoeller, 91; Paul Scheiber,
High Schec!l Department
Fourth High
Ray Pulskamp, 94; Ignatius Hart,
Third High
:
Robert Solimano, 98; Mathias Kemper,
SSOUC Meena Oe et ee
ecges koe at Robert Myers, 95; Emmett White,
First High
Robert Gray, 96: Harry Kampp, 95
Preparatory Department
Highth Grade. .Ed. Bradmiller, 94; Walter Zuber, 92;° Jos. Schlaudecker,
Seventh Grade
Herman McCabe, 95; David Gernstner,
Sixth Grade A
Dudiey Hall, 95; William Kuntz,
Sixth Grade B
Herman Kirschner,
Art GAO
Ce eee eos
eo Ge sie. Raymond Ohmer, 95; Victor Rechsteiner,

95
95
96
94

CHRONICLE
Thursday, September 11, the First and Second Divisions
Soldiers’ Home made their fall visit to the Soldiers’ Home, taking in whatever amusements Lakeside Park could furnish, and judging
from the reluctance shown when the signal for departure was given, our local
park can vie with others of greater fame as far as enjoying a good time goes.
The ‘“‘shoot-the-chutes,”’ the scenic railway, and other amusements did good
business, but the skating-rink seemed to have had the most attraction for
the boys. A few of the members of the First Division found great amusement in listening to the stories of some garrulous old veterans.
Others,
harder to please, walked about the park in quest of something else to interest
them.

Three of these succeeded in finding what they were not looking for,

and are now sadder but wiser Jads.

It was not known that gold bricks
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could be bought at ‘“‘The Home,’’ but this trio managed to pay $1.96 for an
article that would have been cheap as a gift. The fact that one of the lads
hails from the ‘‘Windy City,’’ where. it seems, there are “gold brick factories” galore, shows the extent to which they were imposed upon.
3d and 4th
Divisions

The Third and Fourth Divisions visited the Soldiers’
Home on September 27, and enjoyed themselves, as only
small boys can. Their stay was made most interesting by
St. Mary’s ‘‘Old Soldier” friend, Mr. John Cassady, who took charge of them
at the gate and seemed greatly pleased at having an opportunity to show
the boys all that is most interesting in his “‘Home.’’ Mr. Cassady is a frequent visitor at the Institute, and almost every Thursday may be found on
the campus surrounded by a crowd of little fellows eagerly listening to his
chats on short cuts in arithmetical calculations.
Any one going from the
Institute and wishing to see everything interesting about “The Home’”’ will
do well to look up our friend, for he has volunteered his services to act as
guide for any one from St. Mary’s.
Pain’s “Pompeii and Herculaneum’? made the evening of
September 20 a pleasant one for the students of St. Mary’s.
Having heard the reports of the bursting bombs, and seen
from the Institute windows a part of the grand display of fireworks, all
were anxious for an opportunity to go and see the whole of the performance;
and it may be stated that, despite the words of praise which led all to expect
something good, none were disappointed.
The acrobatic features were of
the first-class order and well worth going to see. Many of our coming’ football stars were envying the “tough man,’ who had to stand all kinds of
knocks and blows and seemed to be none the worse for the wear.
The pyrotechnical display, the main feature of the “show,” was gorgeous.
Pompeii

The eruption scene especially was most realistic, and the bursting rockets,

which were of the finest kind, both in size and in coloring, called forth continual outbursts of wonderment and satisfaction from the immense crowd
of spectators.

Back from
Rome

We are happy to welcome back to S. M. I. our comrade, Harry Weber, who has just completed a three months’ tour
through Europe. Whilst abroad he visited several colleges
conducted by the Brothers, and speaks very highly of them, especially of the
one in Fribourg.
Whilst in Rome he was fortunate enough to obtain an
audience with Our Holy Father the Pope, and to receive from him the grant
of a special blessing for the Faculty of ‘“‘good old S. M. I.”’ Good for Harry
and his thoughtfulness, and may other boys of St. Mary’s who have the good
fortune to take a trip abroad, remember their teachers and put in a good
word for them with the Holy Father.
Very Rev.

Very Rev. Charles Klobb, assistant af the Superior General of the Society of Mary, who had been the guest of the
Institute since July, left Dayton, October 3, to return to
Nivelle, Belgium.
During his short stay in our midst Father Klobb took
Charles Klobb

the deepest interest in our Alma Mater, observing the boys closely when
and where occasions permitted.
We are happy to say that the impression
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produced upon him was favorable. On the eve of his departure, when taking
leave of the President and the Faculty, the Reverend Visitor expressed his
satisfaction at the work done at S. M. I., and at the spirit that reigned
within its walls. What struck him particularly was the religious spirit of
the students. “‘Your boys are pious,” he said, “I saw it during the retreat,
and I judge also from the great number of weekly and semi-weekly Communions.”” We hope that the health of the Very Rev. F. Klobb may soon
be perfectly restored, and that on his return into our midst, in a near future,
he may be as favorably impressed in other respects as he was with regard
to our religious training.

The annual retreat of the students took place during the
last week of September, beginning Monday, September 23,
and ending on the following Thursday.
It was placed, as
in former years, under the special patronage of Mary Immaculate. Rev. F.
Apollinaris, of the Order of St. Francis, who conducted the exercises, must
be credited in great part with the success of the Retreat, as he displayed
successfully his knowledge of a college boy’s life and a college boy’s spiritual
needs, in the judicious choice of appropriate subjects and in the masterly,
yet simple way of treating them. A retreat is usually a hard task for boys;
such was not the case with our Retreat. Interest was kept up till the end,
thanks to the general program that was followed; time was so divided as
not to allow any exercise of the Retreat to become monotonous.
After each of the three instructions given daily by the missionary in the
Institute chapel, the students retired to their respective study-halls to note
the salient thoughts and apply to their personal lives the lessons conveyed.
The Fathers and Brothers, who all participated actively in our Retreat,
assisted the younger students in this work, and spoke to the older ones on
various subjects of practical importance, which necessarily could not all be
included in the missionary’s program of instructions.
Such subjects were:
Vocation and how to discover it; reading and the choice of books; character
and how to form it; frequent Communion; apostleship of good example, etc.
Abundant thoughts were thus furnished for private meditation.
Spiritual
reading-books were plentifully supplied in all the Divisions, and served to
keep the trend of thought in proper channels. Silence was strictly observed
by the boys in all the movements; even from the forenoon recess conversation was banished.
During this recess, which the boys were allowed to
pass in the park or in one of the yards adjacent to the Institute buildings,
they walked about meditating or reciting the beads.
Once a day each
Division was taken separately to the Chapel to pay a Visit to the Blessed
Sacrament and make the exercise of the Way of the Cross.
Thursday, September 27, the Retreat was closed by a last and solemn
service in the Chapel, at which all the pupils received Holy Communion.
After the Mass, the Reverend Missionary delivered a short and soul-stirring
fervorino; then all present arose and with their right hand outstretched
toward the Eucharistic Master exposed upon the Altar; they took the solemn
pledge of the Holy Name Society.
;
The Retreat is over, but its fruits are to be reaped only in the course of
the year. Judging from the seriousness of work in the classes, the edifying
Retreat
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conduct of boys in the Chapel, and especially the increase in weekly and
The
semi-weekly Communions, these fruits are now already forthcoming.
Retreat of 1906 will be remembered by all who followed its exercises, as one
of the best, if not the very best, ever made at S. M. I.

The weather man, of late has not been serving us with
an article that could be called ideal, for “Jupiter Pluvius’”’
has too often interfered with the warming effects of “Old
Sol,” forcing all divisions to seek amusements in their respective club-rooms.
This led to the discovery of the improvements made there since June.
The First Division found their “club” in about the same elegant shape in
which they had left it in June. Everything is in working order, except the
bowling alleys, which are closed, owing to the fact that the balls are under
treatment to prepare them for the championship matches that are to be
The Weather

played with them during the coming season.
The “reading-room”’ of the Second Division was somewhat enlarged, and
an exit was made to the north, enabling the boys to go directly from their
club-room to the campus.
In the Third Division club-room the notable change is the disappearance
of the old stage, in recent years the occasional field of heroic escapades of
Some of the “Old Boys’’ of
some youthful devotees of ‘‘King Nicotine.’””’
the scene of their oratorical
was
it
as
stage,
old
this
regret
S. M. I. will also
,and dramatic debuts, that have, perhaps, led some to the position they now
hold. We hope that in a near future the authorities of S. M. I. will cause
all regrets to cease by the erection of the much-desired and greatly needed
Besides their club-room, the boys of the Third Division
new auditorium.
are making good use of the “gym,” and roller-skating is the sport of the day.
It appears, however, that these lads find that few admirers call to witness
their skill in the graceful art. Perhaps this explains why we have occasional
exhibitions of roller-skating on the asphalt walk in front of the rymot ey
Ask G. W. and A. Z.
The Fourth Division boys still have their club-rooms on the ground floor
of Chaminade Hall, and if noise is happiness, Heaven must be between those

William Mahoney, ’@7.

four walls.

SOCIETIES
The League of the Sacred Heart, which now numbers 240
members or associates in the Institute, has recently been
At a meeting ot
reorganized for the school year 1906-07.
all the Promoters, held October 3, the new Officers were elected. Following
is a list of Officers and Promoters:

League of the
Sacred Heart

Officers
PONCE LANSZON SO apests as abe cs eee eal a ee a President.
ers syplewaeeos Secretary.
uC OURO, 0.0esis searches
creetheoei Treasurer.
Michael: DaAugnerty, 4 09. - occa
Promoters
H. Ansbury.
W. Bardo.

A. Janszen.
E. Janszen.

H. Solimano.
H. Stich.
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. Braun.
. Canny.
Costello.
. Dister.
. Drahman.
Ernst.

Q
S BO
A

ee eo
Aleae

-Jauch,
Kramer.

C.
F.
C.
J.

. Mayl.
Monnig.
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Stoecklein.
Von der Hoya.
Whalen.
Wickham.

Morris.

A. Zengerle.

O’Brien.

A. Zuber.

. Ferneding.

W. Pulskamp.

. Jacoby.

A. Regan.
¢

Holy Name
Society
tober.

The groups of the Holy Name Society have likewise been
reorganized for the new school year, and have had their
regular semi-monthly meetings since the beginning of OcAt a general meeting of all the branch officers, the following general

officers were elected:

General Officers
William Mahoney,

Secretary
Treasurer
Librarian

07.

John Costello, 08.
Pee eetecc.sie 2's) « so cis teense ceAWeCTU ACHeeEIC. 09.
Bee aie 5, S500 sy ts fake cha eee William

Ryan,

07.

Arthur Regan, 07.
Branch Officers
(Resident Students)

No.
1.

OO

Hf

oo

bo

Fred Hackman.
William Ryan.
George Herron.
Fred Dister..

COAT

SD

Henry Crossin.

Oo

©

.
.
.
.

ms

et

President.
William Mahoney.

Arthur Zuber.
Frank Herron.
Henry Klein.
Walter Zuber.
William Kuntz.

Secretary.
Paul Wenigman.
John Georges.
George O’Donnell.
William McDonnell.
Philip Scheiber.~
Joseph Kelly.
Paul Scheiber.
Claude Fredricks.
Joseph Kelly.
Albert Kranz.

James Madigan.

William Reitmeier.

John Droege.

Treasurer.

John Zuber.
Edward Janszen.
William Neary.
Ernest Pike.
Edward Meyers.
Ray Pulskamp.

Ignatius Hart.
Leo Clark.
Harry

Kampp.

bet
WMH} Ol pwn
SOO

iz,
°

(Non-Resident Students)
President.
Arthur Regan.
Jer. Costello.
Edward Satalia.
Walter Norris.
Francis Murphy.
Cosimo Giambrone,

. Joseph Unger.
. Clarence Blommel.
. Herman. McCabe.
Clarence Weckesser.

Secretary.
John Costello.
Alb. Zengerle.
Robert Connelly.
John Ohmer.
Laurence Strattner.
Andrew Maloy.

Victor Goetz.
Ed Bradmiller.
J. Renner.

Chester Guenther.

Treasurer.
J. Hampel.

Joseph Weiss.
Francis X. Schumacher.
Frank Wendling.
Elmer Focke.
Frank Miltner.
Robert Gray.
William Bender.
Earl Zender.
Edward Kavaney.
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The various branches of the Sodality of the Blessed
Virgin have held their weekly meetings since the Retreat;
but owing to the great number of applications for admission,
particularly from the new boys, all the branches are not yet reorganized.
We will publish in a later issue the list of new officers of the different sections.
William O’Connor, ’08.
Sodalities

S. M. I. Band

On September 16, the S. M. I. Band called its first meeting of the year, to elect officers. The complete list of officers and members follows:
Officers
Paul Wenigman.
William Schoen.

President

Vice-President
Secretary
Moderator and Bandmaster
, Members
Herbert Schmidecke, Piccolo.
Harry Ritter, Oboe.
Herbert Greif, Solo Clarinet.
Joseph Saum, Solo Clarinet.
Wilbert Youngmann, First Clarinet.
John Georges, Second Clarinet.
Frank Logsdon, Solo Cornet.
Cc. Saum, Solo Cornet.

Albert Goldcamp, Solo Cornet.
John Jacoby, Solo Cornet.
Louis Greif, First Cornet.
Arthur Zuber, Second Cornet.
Robert Diaz, Third Cornet.
The
College Symphony Orchestra lows:

College

Theodore Munchhof, Fourth Cornet.
Frank Von der Hoya, Alto.
Charles Wagner, Alto.
Frank Wilberding, First Tenor.
John Saum, Baritone.
Edward Janszen, Bass.
Paul Wenigman, Helicon.
William Schoen, Snare Drum.
Ch. Herman, Snare Drum, Bells, ete.
Clarence Quigley, Bass Drum.
Thomas Graham, Applicant.
Peter Quigley, Applicant.

Symphony

Bro. Francis O’Reilly, First Violin.
Mr. John Saum, First Violin.
Louis Greif, First Violin.
Joseph Schlaudecker, First Violin.
Jacob Braun, First Violin.
Bro. Anthony Weber, Second Violin.
Bro. Frank Kunnecke, Second Violin.

Orchestra

is

composed

as

fol-

Wilbert Youngman, Oboe.
Mr. Joseph Saum, Solo Clarinet.

Herbert Greif, First Clarinet.
John Georges, Second Clarinet.
Mr. C. Saum, First Cornet.
Arthur Zuber, Second Cornet.
Frank Von der Hoya, First Alto.

Charles Wagner, Second Alto.
Bro. Joseph Walter, Viola.
Frank Wilberding, Trombone.
Bro. Otto Meyer, Viola.
William Schoen, Tympanies.
Bro. Peter Schlitt, Cello.
Ch. Herman, Snare Drum and Bells.
Bro. John Hallameyer, Contra Bass.
Clarence Quigly, Bass Drum.
Bro. Robert Holzmer, Piano.
>
Herbert Schmiedecke, Flute.
Brother Louis Vogt, Conductor.
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S. M. I. StuThe S. M. f. Students’ Orchestra was organized and had
‘dents’ Orchestra its first rehearsal on October 4, 1906.
The members are

as follows:

Frank Logsdon, Solo Violin.
John Georges, Piano.
Jacob Braun, First Violin.
Herbert Schmiedecke, Flute.
Joseph Schlaudecker, First Violin.
Herbert Greif, First Clarinet.
Clarence Quigly, First Violin.
Wilbert Youngman, Second Clarinet.
William Schoen, First Violin.
Louis Greif, First Cornet.
Martin Kuntz, First Violin.
Arthur Zuber, Second Cornet.
Albert Peine, Second Violin.
Frank Von der Hoya, First Alto.
Philip Fleck, Second Violin.
August Wagner, Second Alto.
Aug. Weissenberger, Mandolin.
Frank Wilberding, Trombone.
BSP. Schiitt;_Cello.
Edward Janszen, Bass.
B. J. Hallameyer, Contra Bass.
Charles Herman, Drums.
Brother Louis Vogt, Conductor.
Frank Morris, ’08.
The amount collected for the Peter Pence during September is $15.54.
This amount is satisfactory, especially
if we consider that some classes began their collections very
late in the month, and that others have not yet begun. The class of
Sophomore Science merits special compliments for its generosity, having
an average
of 27 cents per pupil. It is followed, but at a great distance, by
the classes
of Freshman Letters and Second High, with respectively 9 and
8 cents as
average.
William O’Connor, ’08.
Peter Pence

We regret to announce the death of Rev. F. Moitrier,
one of St. Mary’s most loyal friends.
Having learned to
know our Alma Mater only in late years, Father Moitrier
seemed anxious to pay in intensity what he had lost in time. Whenever
he
needed a rest of a few days, he came to take it in our midst, where
he felt
quite at home. Everything at S.-M. I. interested him—our monument
; our
Obituary

feasts and entertainments, our band and orchestra, our games,
and especially

our boys, who knew him well and loved to see his venerable head,
for ‘‘his
ready smile a parent’s warmth expressed.” One of our students, Mr.
Frank
Logsdon, was parishioner of Father Moitrier, who sent him to S..M.
I. after
having been for years his teacher in music and in the classics. We sincerely
sympathize with our comrade in the loss he has suffered by the
death of so
kind a friend and Father. R. I. P.
j
William Mahoney, ’07.
Our
Sympathies

As we go to press we regret to record the death of Mr. E.
Ansbury, father of Harry Ansbury, ’08, a member of the
Exponent Staff.
The Faculty and students extend thefr
sympathies to the bereaved family. R.I. P.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
4
Museum

The Curator of the Museum makes grateful acknowledgement for specimens and curios, to the following: Mr. Chas.
B. Wittrock, Mr. G. H. Timmerman, Cincinnati, Ohio;

Miss

Clara Thesing, Richmond, Ind.: Mr. T. J. Price, Shelbyville, Ind.:
Mr. L.
Simonton, J. Deis, and Charies Grell, Dayton, Ohio; Bros. Edward
Hennesey,
Charles Heislein, Cincinnati, Ohio: Edward Lynch, Stockton, Cal.;
Brothers
of San Fernando, Texas; John Neary, Kokomo, Ind,; Victor Rechstein
er,
Fred Grundtisch, Dayton, Ohio; Harry Weber, Cincinnati,
Ohio; William
Bardo, Newport, Ky.; and Ignatius Ducoing, Mexico.

:

FIRST DIVISION (Resident Students)
The St. Mary’s Athletic Association was reorganized for the new term
Presion Thursday, September 20. The following were chosen as officers:
dent, Rex Emerick;

Vice-President, William

Hilgerink;

Secretary, William

Mahoney; Treasurer, Paul Wenigman, Jr.
Managers for the football and basket-ball teams were elected, Paul Wen-

igman being chosen as football manager and William Pflaum as basket-ball
manager.
Enthusiasm over football is running high at the Institute. A large squad
of candidates for the representative team has reported for practice, among
We have been extremely forwhom are several players of great promise.
of the
tunate in securing the services of Dr. J. G. Freshour as head coach
as
The new coach brings to the Institute several years’ experience
store
a player on the principal college teams of the State, also an immense

eleven.

of football tactics.
teams in the State.

Under his tutelage, St. Mary’s will have one of the best

‘The schedule as arranged so far is as follows:

October 13, Germantown;

10,
October 20, Oakwood A. C.; November 3, Riverdale A. C.; November
West Carrollton; November 24, Wittenberg University.
S. M. I., 29; Germantown, 0.
season was opened on September 13, by
football
The
S.M. I. vs.
AS GermanSt. Mary’s, with Germantown as opponents.
Germantown
town made its appearance on the gridiron, many of the
S. M. I. enthusiasts feared for their team, as the Teutons seemed to outweigh
our boys, man for man.

Germantown kicked off, and St. Mary’s returned the ball
First Half:
into their territory by a punt. The Teutons lost the ball on downs, as the
plunging of their back field was powerless against St. Mary’s invincible line.
By a criss-cross that completely baffled their opponents, St. Mary’s secured
goal,
the first touchdown, after a run of 35 yards. Hilgerink made an easy

-

5S. M. I. students were wild with joy, but this
and the game-stood 6 to 0.
Two other touchdowns, together
was only a taste of what was to follow.

the
with two drop kicks by Hilgerink, made the score 19 to 0 at the end of
first half.
Second Half: Germantown asked for a ten-minute half, and their request
Another touchdown, followed by a drop kick by Hilgerink,
was granted.
Owing to an alleged hurdle
secured the game by a final score of 29 to 0.
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by one of our players, which was denied by their own officials, Germantown,
with two minutes remaining to play, left the field.
Schoen, Hilgerink, and Wilberding distinguished themselves by their
great gains into Germantown’s territory. Carrig, as quarterback, engineered
the game so well that St. Mary’s was held only once for downs. The S. M. I.
ends, Clark and McDonald, effectually blocked every end run tried by Germantown, while the tackles, Emerick and Rossenbach, used their weight
to great advantage in preserving an impenetrable line. The guards, Pierce
and Wenigman, caused repeated losses to Germantown by breaking through
and tackling the backs behind their own line.
Kroemer’s perfect snapping
back prevented any possibility of a fumble.
Another feature of the game
was the accurate drop kicking of Hilgerink, who succeeded in his three
_ attempts.
Captain Schoen deserves great credit for the “ginger” that the
team showed from start to finish.
The splendid victory of St. Mary’s is due to the untiring efforts of Coach
Freshour, who made the team what it is.
Referees: Costello, of St. Mary’s, and Wheeler, of Germantown.
Linesmen: Mahoney, of St. Mary’s, and Martin, of Germantown.
Timers:
Zuber, of St. Mary’s, and Fox, of Germantown.
Touchdowns:
Hilgerink, Schoen, and Rossenbach.
Goals from field: Hilgerink (3).
Length of halves:
20 and 10 minutes.

SECOND DIVISION (Resident Students)
October 11.
The Emeralds defeated the Pearls in a splendid exhibition
of football, by the score 15 to 5.
From the start until about ten minutes
before the second half closed, the game was closely contested, and at no time
did the Pearls allow their opponents to gain without the most stubborn
resistance.
Every inch of ground was well contested, and although the
Emeralds finally won, too much praise cannot be given to the.Pearls for
their splendid work. The line-up:
Pearls

Positions

CRs i.

Emeralds

Left end
Left tackle
Left guard

Georges
Graham
Gunning
Crossin
Sibila
Peak (Capt.)
Gallagher
Meyers
Referee, Frank Carrig;

:

Center
Right guard
Right tackle
Hackman
Right end
Dister
Quarter back
Topmoeller
Lert haliy ss. Ak 62M
a ones,
Right half. .O’Neil(Capt.), Janszen
Full back
Umpire, Bro. John Ryan;

Timer, B. Freeman.

THIRD DIVISION (Resident Students)
October 11. The Third Division Residents and the Second Division NonResidents clashed in one of the most stubbornly fought contests ever seen
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on the S. M. I. campus. In the game of two short halves, twenty and ‘ten
minutes, neither eleven scored.
Each team had the opportunity of doing
so on several occasions, but each time something happened which prevented
the scoring of the points necessary to win.
The Residents had the chance
to score twice on a field goal, but each time the oval refused to soar over
the bars. The Non-Residents had an opportunity to take the ball over the
line in the last few minutes of play, when they took the pigskin to within
10 yards of their opponents’ goal, but they failed to score, for the Residents
held until the whistle blew to end the half.
The game was a slash and bang affair from beginning to end. Every man
on the two teams played his best. In both weight and strength the elevens
were evenly matched, and each man in every position played his opponent to
a standstill.
Lamb, Pulskamp, Ernst, Wickham, and Clark played a phenomenal game for the Residents.
Heim, Miller, Norris, and Slick starred
for the Non-Residents. Line-up:
Residents
Positions
Non-Residents
PTE hen oo ern SSS Lettsend... fee Sees Solimano
Waste
eee ES Rignt tackie so.
ne
Butler
ST AU Gece s ee es ee ces Right Suan... <a Retzerd
Peni
r. =) acs
fosSe Genter 3. eee
Eee Heim
ES ee
TiNPs oo ais eee heel
Oe LeLt- Suara ooo. arene
Fleming
FANZCLrlers
: sey
5sas Tiett tackle eo
oe
ee Miller |
WUE EILEE ee cas) «Sons
eteee or DjiOTULENG ens) eter
cee
White
POPStek. its.
teeee Quarterspack fini)
shi ei
Norris
TRICO
RT
tae tare ww
Lett: Walt sao.oe E. Miller

Micke esse
=sys Richt tal Se_...McKinney

See

eS, ok). oll back 62s

Referee, J. F. Hackman;
Carrig.

Se eee Slick

Umpire, Bro. J. Ryan;

Timers, Mahoney and
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THE “LL. CC.“ ROOM

THE LEMONADE AND CRACKER CLUB
The L. C. C. met for the second time October 1, 1906.
It was an important meeting,
and matters of vital interest were dealt with.
The President has several remarks to
make, and W. M., a member of the Ways and Means Committee, speaks in the name
of his
department, and Mr. R. W. gives his ‘maiden’ speech.

President:
“Gentlemen, I have a few words to say before I begin. The
Chauffeur cannot bring you here at 2: 23 A.M. if you are not ready to start
when he calls for you.
From his report, I must say that he is seriously
embarrassed how to fulfill the duties of his position.
Up to date he has
worn out four vests, two coats, three dusters, two negligés, and four perspirers, lying. below the machine while making repairs.
Be ready when
he calls, and the machine cannot have time to get out of order.
“Gentlemen, the first object of this club must be borne in mind, namely,
to get jokes for the Exponent. The Joke Book Collector reports that some
of the Books destined for Jokes cannot be found. Some fiends have appropriated the Stationery of our Club. Keep an eye open for them.
“Gentlemen, the second purpose of our Club is to get subscribers to the
Exponent.
Can you say from the most profound depths of your heart and
the inmost recesses of your soul, that you have borne this purpose in mind?
If so, you have done your duty.
“Gentlemen, Mr. W. M. will now address you in behalf of the Mays and
Weans—lI mean the Means and Ways Committee.”
Mr. W. M.:

“Gentlemen, a.great mistake has been made all over this

great country of ours in connection with athletics.
Too much importance
has been given to the laying out of tennis courts, diamonds, and gridirons,
to the coaching of players and getting them in form, while little or no attention has been given to the public.
(A voice:
‘How about the grandstand
and the bleachers?’’)
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I belong to the public, and speak for the
“Gentlemen, I am no athlete.
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beautiful hair. Some time after I had recovered, I appeared again in public
promenading Main Street.
The news spread like wildfire that R. W. the
Great had been seen on Fifth Avenue with a head as bereft of hair as the
proverbial billiard ball. The next day the juvenile portion of my town resembled the frequenters of the bald-headed row of the Victoria Theatre.
All my followers, under the impression that I was setting a new style, had
their luxurious crop of hair clipped.
I may say, however, that this style
still prevails in the State reformatories and penitentiaries.
(Great. applause.
Several members absently felt their head to see if their hair had grown any
longer since their stay at S. M. I.)
“T also originated the peg-top and baggy style in trousers. I was obliged,
one day, owing to the neglect of the tailor to return my trousers, to attire
myself in my father’s portly jeans.
My followers seeing me appear in a
nether garment that was as spacious as a meal sack, immediately had trousers cut in the same style, and thus baggy trousers originated.

“Like Alexander of old, I sighed for new worlds to conquer.

Having

heard through the advertising columns of the Exponent that S. M. I. students
patronize Rike’s, The Eagle Clothing Co., The Globe, Graves and Meade, and
Hollencamp’s for their clothing, I naturally concluded that the students of
St. Mary’s Institute were the foremost exponents of up-to-date sartorial art

in the country, and—well, you see I am here.
“My arrival at St. Mary’s saw the downfall of W. S. and D. M. as the
S. M. I. fashion leaders, for I soon superseded them. The height of rolled-up
trousers during the morning recess in the park is regulated by me and my
‘pedominator,’ which is, as you all know, an instrument perfected by the late
O. S. for determining the proper distance that trousers should be elevated
above the shoes.
¢
“Last year, while returning from a ball game at Fairview, I was forced,
owing to the enormous crowd, to ride on the foot-board of the trolley ear.
While alighting at Third Street, my coat caught on some projection, and a
long slit was the result.
Several of the Dayton dandies, seeing me in the
slit coat, had theirs cut in the same fashion. This accident of mine was the
birthday of the large vent found in the back of the coats worn by every
good dresser.

“As the recognized model of fashion for the students of St. Mary’s, I condemn the wearing of red and blue neckties, for they do not harmonize with
the stylish plaids that I intend to introduce this winter.’’
Mr. R. W. got no further, for after this last assertion, there was a great
commotion, for the President was wearing a red and blue necktie.
The
Chauffeur was called to pass judgment on the Fashion Plate for ‘“‘lese
majeste.’’
The verdict was ‘guilty,’ and the sentence, to be run over by
the automobile twenty-three times and to wear a red and blue necktie the
twenty-third of every month.
After the Chauffeur had succeeded in knocking down R. W. twenty-three
times, the ambulance was sent for and the members adjourned.
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What Even the Wisest Relish
Spelling Reform
T eacher—

If Carnegie knew the trouble he is getting teachers in,
He would stop phonetic spelling as a great and grievous sin;
We ’re supposed to spell by sound alone, but strange indeed ’s the fact
That the ears of all are different and the heads of some are cracked.
Scholar—

Andru Karnegi has put up the stuf,
Speling fonetic is no mor a bluf;
Galant profesors are making the rule,
Litning: the lode of the poor boy at skool.

ae
The Rainbow
The painter has his pigments,
The millionaire his stocks,

The rainbow has its colors
Deep-dyed from M. F.’s—-hose.
AUS
Modern History
T eacher—

What do you know of Patrick Henry?
William—

Patrick Henry queered himself with the Main Gazaboo of England by a
:
spiel in the Virginia House of Burgesses.
wae
Swimming
Are we going swimming?
Sure!
:
How can we? It’s too cold.
Why, we can heat the water in the pond by putting the three Heeters in it:
3

ae
Mental Work

Say, but this is physical work chewing steak.

Physical work? .Why, I call this mental work.
How do you make that out?
Because it ’s done with the head.
Se
Origin of Skidoo
Brutus apCaesar was lying dead at the foot of the statue of Pompey.
proached the body, counted the wounds, and said, “It was 23 for you.’’
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At the Phone
Father—

Hello, is your ma home now?
Son—

No.
Father—

Say, smoking one of my cigars again, are you?
Son—(absent-mindedly
)—
Ye-es.
How could you guess that?

aes
An Ancient Diet
Charles the Fifth had a diet of worms before the battle.
ae
Is 13 Unlucky?
There are 13 letters in:
“Senior Science.’’
“Nineteen Seven.”’
“First Division.’’
“Chaminade Hall.’’
October 13, S. M. I. beat Germantown.
Now, who said 13 was unlucky?
ae
The Editor
The Editor is happy now,
A man has paid his bill;

Oh, you can make him happier,
If you ‘ll just tap your till.
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